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SUMMARY

The rationale for breast cancer screening with mammography is deceptively simple: catch it early and reduce mortality from the disease and the need for mastectomies. But breast cancer is a complex problem, and complex problems rarely have simple solutions.

Breast screening brings forward the time of diagnosis only slightly compared to the lifetime of a tumour, and screen-detected tumours have a size where metastases are possible. A key question is if screening can prevent metastases, and if the screen-detected tumours are small enough to allow breast conserving surgery rather than mastectomy.

A mortality reduction can never justify a medical intervention in its own right, but must be weighed against the harms. Overdiagnosis is the most important harm of breast screening, but has gained wider recognition only in recent years. Screening leads to the detection and treatment of breast cancers that would otherwise never have been detected because they grow very slowly or not at all and would not have been detected in the woman’s lifetime in the absence of screening. Screening therefore turns women into cancer patients unnecessarily, with life-long physical and psychological harms. The debate about the justification of breast screening is therefore not a simple question of whether screening reduces breast cancer mortality.

This dissertation quantifies the primary benefits and harms of screening mammography. Denmark has an unscreened “control group” because only two geographical regions offered screening over a long time-period, which is unique in an international context. This was used to study breast cancer mortality, overdiagnosis, and the use of mastectomies. Also, a systematic review of overdiagnosis in five other countries allowed us to show that about half of the screen-detected breast cancers are overdiagnosed. An effect on breast cancer mortality is doubtful in today’s setting, and overdiagnosis causes an increase in the use of mastectomies. These findings are discussed in the context of tumour biology and stage at diagnosis.

The information provided to women in invitations and on the Internet exaggerates benefits, participation is directly recommended, and the harms are downplayed or left out, despite agreement that the objective is informed choice. This raises an ethical discussion concerning autonomy versus paternalism, and the difficulty in weighing benefits against harms.

Finally, financial, political, and professional conflicts of interest are discussed, as well as health economics.

INTRODUCTION

The debate over mammography screening has been one of the most heated and emotional in medicine over the past 30 years. It is not without cause that it has been termed “the mammography wars” [1]. The discussions have been fuelled by several factors, prime amongst which is a strong wish among professionals, the public, and politicians to reduce mortality from breast cancer, but also economical and professional ambition. Careers are built on the success of mammography screening and the screening industry turns over 5 billion dollars each year in the United States alone, counting only the screening procedure itself [2]. Slow recognition of harms, improved understanding of cancer biology, and diverging views on the role of modern medicine regarding autonomy versus paternalism has made the debate multi-faceted and not simply a question of whether screening reduces breast cancer mortality.

Despite eight randomised trials including more than 600,000 women, there are still diverging views about the quantification of the benefits of mammography screening and screening recom-
mandations, as seen in full flare after the 2009 update of the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force review [3,4,5] and the 2011 recommendations from The Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care [6,7]. But there is also increasing consensus that breast screening has important downsides [8,9]. Whether screening detects otherwise inconsequential cancer lesions (overdiagnosis) has been questioned, with claims that this does not happen at all [10]. But it is now widely recognised as a major problem, and even strong screening proponents that have previously considered overdiagnosis a small concern limited to in situ cases now acknowledge that it occurs for invasive cancers [11,12]. Overdiagnosis has been known as a problem at least from the 1980’s [13] and the report from 2002 on mammography screening by the International Agency for Research on Cancer/World Health Organisation is very clear: “An obvious source of harm associated with any screening programme is unnecessary treatment of cancers that were not destined to cause death or symptoms.” [14]

Mammography screening is the best-studied cancer-screening programme. Apart from the eight randomised trials, there have been numerous observational studies. Unfortunately, much more research effort has been devoted to explore the benefits than the harms, often using problematic surrogate outcomes in the observational studies, e.g. disease stage at the time of diagnosis as percentages in screen- versus non-screen detected cancers, rather than absolute numbers [1]. The emphasis on the benefit in the scientific literature is clearly reflected in the information offered to those invited [15-18]. In the information included with invitations to screening, there is often specific percentagages indicating the expected reduction in breast cancer mortality, but relative risks are difficult to interpret. The most important harm (overdiagnosis) is usually not mentioned, and when it is, it is simply stated that it is uncertain how many that will be affected. This can be criticised on several accounts. First, the public has a right to be informed about the risks of health interventions and withholding information about important harms is illegal in several countries, and a violation of autonomy [19]. Second, it is questionable when a public authority directly recommends an intervention but feel uncertain about the quantification of the most important harm. Third, both the benefits and the harms were quantified in the randomised trials and uncertainties therefore also affect the estimate of both. To evaluate screening, and medical interventions in general, it is not sufficient to establish if they reduce the risk of dying from a specific disease [1,20]. All important consequences must be known prior to implementation, also the negative ones. These must be weighed against each other, which cannot be done scientifically. It is a value judgment that does not have a “correct” answer. The question is if an avoided breast cancer death is more or less important than screening-induced, unnecessary cancer diagnoses. And what about screening-induced deaths from other causes? The best we can hope for is that a majority agrees whether screening should be offered. Once implemented, every individual has the right to make his or her own decision, without pressure to reach a certain conclusion and everyone should receive balanced, comprehensive information.

Over the past few years, several studies in major medical journals from various independent research groups have questioned the fundamental premises of breast screening [21,22]. Further, the lack of effect on breast cancer mortality we found in Denmark [23] has now been supported by others [24,25]. Also, our quantifications of overdiagnosis [26,27] have been supported by others, using different methods [28-30]. We have also shown that breast screening does not lead to less mastectomies because of overdiagnosis [31,32]. Moreover, our continuous criticism of invitations to breast screening and official reports from screening programmes [17,18,33] and our exploration of conflicts of interest [34], have contributed to the growing international concern about the intervention.

The debate reached a culmination with the announcement by Professor Sir Michael Richards that an independent assessment of the new evidence is to be performed by a panel of researchers in the United Kingdom who have not previously published in the field, and that the newly revised invitation to the National Health Service Breast Screening Programme (NHS BSP) will be re-written after just one year in service [35,36]. The research presented in this thesis has contributed importantly to these decisions.

Breast cancer mortality

TUMOUR STAGES AND SCREENING THEORY

A reduction in breast cancer mortality is the primary goal of breast cancer screening. The fundamental idea is that the prognosis of an individual cancer may be changed from deadly to curable by detecting it earlier [14]. But as noted in a systematic review of breast cancer screening from the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (U.S. PSTF), there is no direct evidence for this mechanism of effect [37]. Obtaining such evidence would require a study that compares a group of women treated immediately for their screen-detected breast cancer with a group treated some time after diagnosis. For obvious ethical and practical reasons, such a study has never been done. Lack of direct evidence for the mechanism of effect places high demands on the quality of the evidence for an effect.

The theory of improved prognosis through earlier detection is mainly based on clinical observation. Tumours that are small at the time of detection have a better prognosis than those detected when they are large and there is a linear correlation between tumour size at detection and the likelihood of metastasis [38]. It is tempting to conclude that if the large tumours were detected earlier, they would have the same favourable prognosis as those detected when small. But the importance of biological variation in the genetic constitution of tumours and the interaction with, for example, the host’s immune defence system is becoming better understood [39-41].

The tumours that are large at the time of detection may be the fast-growing, aggressive ones that are also biologically determined to be most likely to metastasise. Their prognosis may not be affected by earlier diagnosis as they may already have spread, regardless of screening. This problem is compounded by the fact that screening preferentially detects the slow-growing tumours with a long non-symptomatic phase (sojourn time), simply because there is more time to detect them. This is called length bias. Conversely, the fast-growing, aggressive cancers are more likely to present between screening rounds as interval cancers [42] (Figure 1).
A systematic review of the effect of breast screening on tumour size at detection found no reduction in the occurrence of tumours larger than 20 mm in diameter (a size often used to define advanced disease) in seven countries with breast screening operating for a long time [21]. Screening has caused large, persistent advances in seven countries with breast screening operating for a long time [21]. Screening has caused large, persistent increases in the number of small invasive breast cancers and in situ lesions, as we [32] and others [8] have shown for the United States. But as this did not lead to a reduction in large cancers [21], we can conclude that these were not prevented by early detection. They “slipped through the screen” because they were fast-growing. Many of the small invasive cancers and in situ lesions that screening picked up were “extra” cancers. That is, they were overdiagnosed [8,32]. It is not strange that fast-growing, aggressive cancers “slip through the screen”, if we consider breast cancer growth and volume doublings of tumours (Figure 2) [22]. Screen-detected tumours are between 11 and 13 mm in diameter on average, whereas those detected in non-attenders and between rounds are about 22 mm on average [43,44]. This would correspond to 2 volume doublings out of the 32 necessary to reach 20 mm in diameter (Figure 2). These numbers are from a modern-day setting but are not corrected for length bias, or small overdiagnosed cancers in the screened group (essentially extreme length bias), or self-selection bias due to non-attenders being different from attenders. The difference of about 10 mm is therefore an overestimate of the true screening-induced reduction in tumour size. In the randomised trials, tumours in the control group were 21 mm on average [22], but this may have been reduced by opportunistic screening of about 25% of the women in some of the trials that published data on tumour size [45]. Tumours in the screened group were 16 mm on average [22], but this may also an underestimate due to overdiagnosed small cancers. The difference in the trials corresponds to one volume doubling (Figure 2) [22].

The mean tumour doubling time increases with age and was estimated at 233 days for women aged 50-59 years, and 260 days for women aged 60-69 years [44]. With screening intervals of 2-3 years, many tumours are missed and grow from a screen-detectable size of 10 mm to a size larger than 20 mm between screening rounds. As the fast-growing tumours double their volume much quicker, some in 50-100 days [44], most of them will not be detected with a screening interval of 1 year.

To allow continued growth, tumours require their own blood supply from the time they reach a size of about 1 mm in diameter, or $10^3$ cells [39,46]. They can then spread through the bloodstream, if they possess the genetic constitution to form metastases. This is long before tumours are detected by screening, but still comparatively late in the total life cycle of a breast cancer (Figure 2).

Studies using profiling of gene expression in breast cancer indicate that there are a small number of sub-classes, each with its own metastatic potential [47]. This potential is based on the expression of a large variety of genes and is inherent to the individual tumour. No studies have shown a change of sub-class with increasing size [48]. It has also been shown that screen detection is a predictive factor independent from tumour size, as screen-detected tumours have a markedly better prognosis than clinically detected tumours of the same size [48]. These results were interpreted as an indication that screening preferentially detects cancers with a favourable prognosis, including overdiagnosed cancers. The study also indicated that the correlation between prognosis and tumour size at detection was only present for tumours over 1.3 cm in diameter at the time of detection. The reason that this relationship was not found for smaller tumours is likely the screening-induced “pollution” with small, overdiagnosed tumours. Increased sensitivity with technological development may therefore not be desirable.

Screening programmes for some other cancers are based on a fundamentally different principle and should be considered in their own right. Colorectal cancer screening aims to detect lesions that are not yet cancer, but polyps which may later become malignant. This reduces the problem of overdiagnosis of cancers and may even reduce colorectal cancer incidence [49]. Although there is still overdiagnosis of pre-cancer lesions, removing a polyp does not turn a healthy screenee into a cancer patient, nor does it require surgery with visible consequences, as does breast surgery. Such screening programmes can potentially constitute cancer
prevention, whereas cancer screening based on early detection “creates” cancer patients through overdiagnosis and are arguably the opposite of prevention.

WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM PAST EXPERIENCE
Several interventions for breast cancer have been introduced based on a theoretical mechanism of effect that seemed convincing at the time. Radical mastectomy was first line treatment until the late 1960’s because cancer was considered to spread centrifugally through the tissue and lymphatic system from a primary lesion originating from a single cell [40,50]. It seemed logical that the more tissue that was removed around the primary lesion, the better the chance that all cancer cells would be eliminated. That patients still succumbed to breast cancer was attributed to lack of radicality and even more invasive surgery was thought to be the answer. Some women received excessively mutilating surgery [40]. Breast conserving surgery was considered inferior because it was not recognised that cancer can metastasise to distant organs through the bloodstream before it becomes clinically detectable and that metastases can re-surface after many years, even if the surgery removed the primary lesion and all affected lymph nodes. It was only when randomised trials showed that breast conserving surgery with adjuvant radiotherapy could provide similar survival rates as mastectomy that the philosophy of “more radical surgery equals better survival” was abandoned [40,50].

Recent randomised trials suggests that axillary dissection in early invasive breast cancer may do more harm than good, even in the presence of positive sentinel nodes [51,52]. Positive lymph nodes may be indicators of systemic spread, rather than the first line of defence against it, and in case of systemic spread, systemic treatment is needed.

High dose chemotherapy with bone marrow transplantation for advanced breast cancer gained widespread support in North America in the 1990’s and was also applied in some European centres [53]. The theory was that if some chemotherapy is good then a lot must be better. But chemotherapy not only kills cancer cells, it also knocks out the immune defence system and infections can pose a greater immediate threat than the cancer. To circumvent this limitation and hopefully kill all cancer cells, bone marrow was taken out prior to intensive chemotherapy, during which the patient was isolated in a near sterile environment. The bone marrow and immune defence system was reinstalled after chemotherapy.

There was great public and professional demand in North America to offer this treatment, despite lack of solid evidence. However, when randomised trials were finally done, partly because of pressure from health insurance agencies that had to pay for the expensive treatment, it was shown that the intervention was more harmful than beneficial. High-dose chemotherapy has toxic side effects and a sterile environment is difficult to maintain, leading to higher overall mortality [54]. To make matters worse, a positive trial from South Africa turned out to be fraud [53].

Biology is often much more complex than it immediately appears. The theory was that if some chemotherapy is good then a lot of it would be even better. But chemotherapy not only kills cancer cells, it also knocks out the immune defence system and infections can pose a greater immediate threat than the cancer. To circumvent this limitation and hopefully kill all cancer cells, bone marrow was taken out prior to intensive chemotherapy, during which the patient was isolated in a near sterile environment. The bone marrow and immune defence system was reinstalled after chemotherapy.

There was great public and professional demand in North America to offer this treatment, despite lack of solid evidence. However, when randomised trials were finally done, partly because of pressure from health insurance agencies that had to pay for the expensive treatment, it was shown that the intervention was more harmful than beneficial. High-dose chemotherapy has toxic side effects and a sterile environment is difficult to maintain, leading to higher overall mortality [54]. To make matters worse, a positive trial from South Africa turned out to be fraud [53].

Biology is often much more complex than it immediately appears. The theory was that if some chemotherapy is good then a lot of it would be even better. But chemotherapy not only kills cancer cells, it also knocks out the immune defence system and infections can pose a greater immediate threat than the cancer. To circumvent this limitation and hopefully kill all cancer cells, bone marrow was taken out prior to intensive chemotherapy, during which the patient was isolated in a near sterile environment. The bone marrow and immune defence system was reinstalled after chemotherapy.

EVIDENCE FROM THE RANDOMISED TRIALS
Eight randomised trials of mammography screening have been performed, including more than 600,000 women [45,55-63]. It may seem surprising that there is still debate over the benefits and harms, but the results of the individual trials varies considerably and important biases contribute to the dispute [45]. Three comprehensive systematic reviews of all the trials have been undertaken [6,37,45]. In 2001, a Cochrane review concluded that methodological biases in the trials made the evidence for the intervention unreliable [64]. In 2002, a systematic review from the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force identified similar methodological problems in the trials as the Cochrane reviewers. They noted: “The mortality benefit is small enough that biases in the trials could create or erase it.” [37]

Despite the limitations, the Task Force evaluated that the trials were sufficiently reliable to conclude that mammography screening reduced breast cancer mortality by 16%, or that if 1224 women were screened, one death from breast cancer was prevented after 14 years of follow-up [37]. This is similar to the estimate in the most recent update of the Cochrane review, which included information about the trials published after the first review, and also a new trial, the Age-trial from the UK [45,63].

The updated Cochrane review considered it likely that mammography screening provides a relative risk reduction of 15%, or that 1 death from breast cancer is prevented for every 2000 women screened for 10 years [45]. A recent independent review by The Canadian Task Force for Preventive Health Care also reached similar estimates [6].

A reduction of breast cancer mortality by 15-16% is about half the effect stated in invitations to mammography screening [16] and a reduction of 30-35% is also often claimed in the scientific literature [34]. The high estimates formed the basis for cost-effectiveness analyses and the decision to introduce national screening programmes, such as the NHS Breast Screening Programme (NHS BSP) in the UK, and the Danish breast screening programme [13,65]. According to the overview by the U.S. PSTF, such a large effect was only present in the Swedish Two-County trial and the Health Insurance Plan trial in New York [37,58,60]. These were the only two trials with published results in 1986 when the Forrest report paved the way for the NHS BSP [13]. The later trials showed effects between a 24% reduction [56] and a 2% increase in the relative risk of breast cancer mortality [61,62].

The Two-County trial has been criticised for non-blinded outcome assessment [45]. When the cause of death was determined in the trial, the screening status of the women was known to the outcome assessor, which could influence the assignment and favour screening. A comparison of the published trial results with the official Swedish cause of death registry showed that several breast cancer deaths were lacking from the trial reports [66]. The publication of these results was vigorously opposed, resulting in an unfortunate example of poor editorial judgment with retraction of the original paper providing no reason to the authors. The paper was later republished in another journal and the affair was described in the Lancet [67,68]. Whether the outcome assessment in the Two-County trial was blinded has been difficult to establish from publications and was investigated by the Pulitzer Prize winning journalist John Crewdson, who were able to get several testimonies from key investigators (though not from the lead investigator, László Tabár) that the outcome assessment was in fact not blinded [69].

A recent publication re-assessed the causes of death [70] and found that the original outcome assessment fits official Swedish registry data. But the publication did not mention whether the new assessment was blinded and some of the authors were either primary investigators on the Two-County trial, or co-authors with these investigators on papers based on the original trial. This was not specified as conflicts of interest, and the choice of journal
(Journal of Medical Screening) was also problematic, for reasons I will discuss later.

The New York Health Insurance Plan (HIP) trial was performed in the early 1960’s when mammography equipment and breast cancer treatment were quite different from today [58]. Another shortcoming was that more women with a breast cancer diagnosis prior to the trial were excluded from the intervention arm than from the control arm, as women in the control arm were excluded based on unreliable registry data [45]. This would bias results in favour of the intervention.

In general, the later trials found smaller effects than the HIP and Two-County trials and the quality of the trials and their estimated effect on breast cancer mortality were inversely related; those that the Cochrane reviewers judged to be of good quality did not find much effect on breast cancer mortality, contrary to the trials of poor quality [45]. The U.S. PSTF judged only the Canadian trials as being of “fair or better” quality, which the Cochrane reviewers classified as good (none were classified as good by U.S. PSTF) [37]. The U.S. PSTF did not quantify total mortality (deaths from any cause) in the trials. This outcome is not influenced by the assignment of cause of death and it also takes into account harms that lead to deaths. The Cochrane review found no impact on total mortality, regardless of the quality of the trials [45]. However, the trials did not include enough women to demonstrate an effect on this outcome, even if the intervention reduced the risk of dying from breast cancer by 30% and over 600,000 women participated. This is because the absolute benefit is very small; over a period of 10 years, about 10% of women aged 50-69 years would die from any cause, whereas only about 0.3% would die from a breast cancer detected within the same ten year interval (women diagnosed prior to the trial were generally excluded, as their outcome could not be affected). Although breast cancer is an important cause of death, the mortality from all other causes combined is much greater – 96-97% of women will not die from breast cancer, but from something else. The chance of being “saved” by screening given a 33% reduction in risk is therefore 0.1% over 10 years, or 0.05% given a 15-16% reduction. Expressing the effect as a relative risk reduction can be very misleading if it is not accompanied by information about the absolute risk in absolute numbers. Essentially, a relative risk reduction of 33% does not indicate if the reduction is from 30% to 20%, 3% to 2%, or 0.3% to 0.2%. It is not surprising that invited women tend to overestimate the benefit [71-73], as they are only told about the relative risk reduction [15,16]. Importantly, the trials could not demonstrate an effect on the total cancer mortality either (deaths from any cancer, including breast cancer), although they did include enough women [45]. The relative risk of death from any cancer in all the trials was 1.00 (95% CI 0.96-1.05), whereas a 29% reduction in breast cancer mortality should have resulted in a relative risk of 0.95. This is outside the 95% confidence interval (P=0.02) [45]. There are two likely explanations: the reduction in breast cancer mortality has been overestimated due to bias; or mammography screening increases the mortality from other cancers (or both). Commonly used official statements such as; “screening saves lives” [74] are therefore unsupported by the randomised trials. That mammography screening could increase mortality from other causes is related to overdiagnosis and subsequent overtreatment. The age of the trials is a problem, particularly because of advances in treatment. Adjuvant therapy has improved survival substantially, also for women with metastases [75]. When fewer women die from their breast cancer because of better treatment, the number of women that screening can help is also reduced. As improved adjuvant therapy has benefited all prognostic groups [76], a synergistic effect of early detection and better treatment is unlikely.

Increased breast cancer awareness may have led to larger reductions in the average tumour size at detection than screening. In 1978-9, the average tumour size at detection in Denmark was 33 mm, but this was reduced to 24 mm in 1988-89, a reduction of 9 mm before screening was introduced [77]. For comparison, the average difference in tumour size between the screened and non-screened groups in the trials was 5 mm, but this may be an overestimate due to overdiagnosis [22]. Such a difference corresponds to about 5% fewer tumours with metastases [38]. About 42% of tumours with an average size of 21 mm (such as those in the control arms of the trials) would have metastasised, on average. The reduction in tumour size caused by screening would therefore confer a relative risk reduction of (42%-5%)/42%=0.88, or 12% at most [22]. This mismatch between tumour biology and effect estimates in the trials indicate that the trials may have been biased in favour of screening. Data from current screening programmes is therefore vital to assess the effect today.

**EVIDENCE FROM OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES**

Observational studies based on individual patient history should not be used on their own to provide evidence for an effect of cancer screening because of the small effect and substantial biases [1,14,78]. Such studies often receive considerable media-attention, but also criticism [79-84]. The fundamental problem is that many of these studies compare the outcome of screen detected and clinically detected cases in a setting where all are offered screening. This causes biases that favour the intervention, which has been known since the Forrest report:

“It is not enough to compare the survival of patients with screen-detected cancers with the survival of those who present with symptoms. Although a longer survival of patients with screen-detected cancers might be observed, this alone is insufficient evidence that screening has prolonged survival because of various biases that may appear to enhance survival even if screening did not have an effect.” [13]

Publications from public institutions that offer screening also make such comparisons. The Annual Review 2008 from the NHS Breast Screening Programme featured this headline:

“The 10-year fatality of screen-detected tumours is 50% lower than the fatality of symptomatic tumours.” [74]

Stephen Duffy, Professor of Cancer Screening, is pictured next to the headline. No further explanation is provided. To a layperson, this is convincing evidence of an impressive effect of screening. But the fact is that the statement says nothing about the benefit of screening and is misleading because of four important biases. The first bias is the “Healthy Screenee Effect” [1], which refer to attendees being those with resources to worry about potential disease and do other things to improve their health:

“The screenees are the healthy, well-educated, affluent, physically fit, fruit and vegetable eating, non-smokers, with long-lived parents.” [1]

They already have a comparatively good prognosis if they are diagnosed clinically, but are “selected” through their screening participation. The considerable potential of selection bias to skew results was brilliantly illustrated by the authors of the Malmö trial [85]. They compared breast cancer mortality rates in participants versus non-participants within the screening arm of their randomised
After 9 years, by the end of 1986, the relative risk for breast cancer mortality was 0.96 (95% CI 0.68–1.35) when the trial was analysed as a randomised trial. But when the authors used a case–control design they found a significant (but false) 58% “effect” (OR matching for age; 0.42, 95% CI 0.22–0.78). Despite such clear evidence that the design is flawed, it is still used to evaluate screening [86], which I have criticized [87].

The second bias is lead-time bias. The advancement of the time of diagnosis will improve the apparent survival time, even if screening does not make the women live longer in absolute terms (Figure 3) [82,88].

Third, length bias means that screening primarily detects the slow growing, least aggressive cancers and the screen-detected cases are therefore a select group with a fortunate prognosis (Figure 1) [42]. Fourth, overdiagnosis will introduce cancers that have an excellent prognosis because they would never have been fatal anyway, which artificially improves such statistics. All these biases were specified in the Forrest report in 1986 [13].

**Danish observational studies**

In 2005, a study reported a 25% reduction in breast cancer mortality in Copenhagen compared to unscreened regions in Denmark and a 37% reduction in breast cancer mortality among those who accepted the invitation to screening [83]. The study drew headlines such as “Cancer screening saves lives” in large Danish newspapers [89]. The reduction in breast cancer mortality was entirely attributed to screening mammography and the authors argued that differences in treatment between the regions were an unlikely confounding factor as there have been national treatment guidelines since the late 1970’s. They disregarded that there are in fact substantial differences between regions, e.g. concerning the type of surgery used (mastectomy or breast conserving surgery). This has been highlighted by the Danish Breast Cancer Cooperative Group [90]. Such differences have led to monetary compensations for substandard care and pressure to centralise treatment [91].

The study found that the full reduction in breast cancer mortality came already three years after screening in Copenhagen was implemented in 1991 [83]. We criticised this [84] because it is incompatible with the randomised trials and screening theory [14,92]. When screening is introduced, the incidence increases reflecting both cancers that would have become symptomatic a few years later (earlier diagnoses) and overdiagnosed cases. However, the effect cannot occur until the time that the diagnosis was brought forward has passed. Further, if the diagnosis had been made clinically some time later, the patient would most likely have survived for some additional time. These two time periods must both pass before an effect of screening can occur. It also takes time from implementation for all eligible women to be screened. In the randomised trials, an effect only began to emerge after 3-5 years with screening and the full effect was seen several years later still [14,92].

Another problem with the 2005 study was the relatively few women that could benefit from screening in Copenhagen after three years. There were 45-86 breast cancer deaths per year during 1991 to 2006 in the age group that could potentially benefit (55-74 years), which consisted of about 50,000 women. In the first three years after screening was introduced, only some of these deaths would be from breast cancers also diagnosed within those first three years. Few could therefore have their prognosis affected by screening. And of those cancers that would both have been diagnosed and also killed the patient within those three years in the absence of screening, even fewer could have been caught by the screening programme, as it primarily detects the slow-growing lesions (length bias). This means that the conclusions in the study from 2005 were based on exceedingly few events.

It would have strengthened the conclusions if the authors had shown an identical effect in the other screened region in Denmark, Funen, which is about equally large. In Funen, however, the breast cancer mortality rates were similar to those in the non-screened areas throughout the observation period, both before and after screening (Figure 4).

This is despite markedly higher participation in Funen [93]. Some of the authors have later noted that Funen was not included in the 2005 study as they did not have 10 years of follow-up [94]. However, this would not have been necessary to document if the full effect had also occurred after three years in Funen. While it might be true that the breast cancer mortality was 37% lower among those who actually attended screening relative to women in the non-screened areas [83], this does not mean that screening reduced mortality by 37%. The authors could not know which women that chose to attend. Again, the healthy screenee effect is at play [1].

Modelling is sensitive to the choice of assumptions that the model is based on, e.g. the estimated average time that screening brings the diagnosis forward (lead time). Some of the same authors have later published calculations for Copenhagen using different models with different assumptions, with highly varying results [95]. Some results indicate an increase in breast cancer mortality in Copenhagen relative to the non-screened areas when screening was introduced [95]. As no one knows which assumptions are correct, selecting which model to use is fraught with uncertainty.
WHAT WE FOUND

We included data from both Copenhagen and Funen and found the same early reduction in breast cancer mortality in Copenhagen relative to the non-screened areas as in the 2005 study [23,83]. But the relative decline occurred well before screening could be of benefit and was only present in Copenhagen. In the period where screening could have the desired effect, breast cancer mortality in the non-screened areas was reduced at a rate of 2% per year versus 1% in the screened regions, although the decline started a few years later outside the screened regions [23]. We would have expected to see a more rapid decline in the screened areas, with an increasing difference in breast cancer mortality between screened and non-screened areas over time. This did not happen. The greatest effect would be expected in the age group 55-74, shifted 5 years relative to the invited age group of women aged 50-69 years, as the effect would be delayed for the same reasons that the full effect could not occur in the first 5 years with screening (see above).

An even larger decline was seen in women who were too young to benefit from screening; 6% per year in the non-screened areas and 5% in the screened areas. The total decline in young women was also most pronounced in Copenhagen where it also started first. In Copenhagen, women too young to benefit from screening experienced a 60% decline in breast cancer mortality. We concluded that screening was unlikely to have caused a substantial reduction in breast cancer mortality in Denmark and that improved treatment offered a better explanation [23].

It is possible that an effect was present, but too small to detect at population level. However, the expectation at the outset was that such an effect should be detectable. The Forrest Report noted that:

“This can be done approximately by examining trends in age-specific breast cancer mortality available from routine statistics.” [13]

It was clear from both our study [23], and from a review of 30 European countries [96], that the effect of breast screening is too small to meet original expectations. The review found that the median change in breast cancer mortality was ~37% (range ~76% to ~14%) in women under 50 years, ~21% (~40% to 14%) in women aged 50-69 years, and ~2% (~42% to 60%) in women over 70 years. To explore if a small effect is present, we will follow up our results and have requested individual patient data from the Danish National Board of Health.

LIMITATIONS

Assigning a cause of death is not simple, as anyone with experience in filling out deaths certificates will know, and screening could increase the number of deaths ascribed to the disease screened for. This has been called “sticky diagnosis bias” [97], as a diagnosis of a serious disease may follow a patient and influence decisions, also regarding the cause of death. Overdiagnosis would increase the number of women diagnosed with breast cancer which could “artificially” inflate mortality rates and lead to an underestimate of the screening effect. A counteracting bias is the “slippery linkage bias” [97]. Screening-induced deaths, for example from radiotherapy and chemotherapy in overdiagnosed healthy women, would not be ascribed to the screening intervention. The latter bias seems to have been more important in the randomised cancer screening trials, and this has strengthened the argument for using all-cause mortality as the primary effect measure [97]. The argument against this is that it requires large trials.

HORMONE REPLACEMENT THERAPY

With the publication of the results of the Women’s Health Initiative trial in 2002 [98], and the Million Women Study in 2003 [99], the attitude towards hormone replacement therapy (HRT) changed abruptly. From a belief that HRT had a protective effect against breast cancer, it now appeared to increase both incident and fatal breast cancer. Shortly afterwards, the number of prescriptions fell in many Western countries [100]. A decline in the incidence of primarily hormone receptor positive breast cancer was observed in the United States beginning in mid-2002, reaching a plateau in 2004, which has been associated with the reduction in use of HRT since the 2002 Women’s Health Initiative trial [101]. However, the conclusion was criticised in subsequent letters. The primary objections were that similar declines were absent in other countries that had reduced the use of HRT [100], and that the decline occurred too soon if the effect of HRT is de novo induction of breast cancers, rather than to stimulate growth of existing lesions [102]. Data from the United States (Figure 5) shows that the increasing trend in incidence throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s changed already in 1998 while HRT use was peaking. Others have noted that the change in trend happened concurrently with declining participation in mammography screening, from 78% in 2000 to 72% in 2005, particularly in women over 50 years which is the age group where the decline was also most pronounced [103]. The decrease in breast cancer incidence in 2002-4 is small compared to the increase associated with the introduction of breast screening (Figure 5).

OTHER RECENT STUDIES

Mette Kalager and colleagues [24] used the gradual introduction of breast screening in Norway to create historical screened and unscreened control groups, and a contemporary unscreened control group. They found that breast cancer mortality had declined in all age groups and regions since the 1990’s. In the screened regions, the decline had been 10% larger than in the non-screened regions in the relevant age group, but the p-value was 0.13 (a confidence interval was not provided). A similar, also statistically non-significant, 8% difference was observed in the age group 70-84 years. The authors attributed this to the centralisation and specialisation of care that, due to governmental requirements, had happened simultaneously with the introduction of breast screening in the screened areas and benefitted all age groups, leaving an effect of 2 percentage points to screening (the non-screened regions did not centralise care). However, there was a 4% (also statistically non-significant) difference in the opposite direction in the age group 20-49 years. The safest conclusion

Figure 5: Incidence of breast cancer in the United States, regional/distant and localised/DCIS. From Jørgensen 2011 [32].
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is that any difference in breast cancer mortality conferred by either screening or centralisation of treatment was too small to be detectable at population level.

The study has been criticised for its short follow-up (an average of 2.2 years after diagnosis) but this is a misunderstanding. The average follow-up was 6.6 years after the screening programme was introduced, which is how follow-up is defined in other studies and when an effect of breast screening emerged in the randomised trials [92]. Mette Kalager has now resigned from her position as Director of the Norwegian Breast Screening Programme, as she could not defend heading a screening programme that she would not participate in herself [104].

Philippe Autier and colleagues compared breast cancer mortality rates in six neighboring European countries: Sweden and Norway, Ireland and Northern Ireland, and the Netherlands and Belgium [25]. The idea was to compare demographically similar countries where one country had introduced breast screening in the early 1990’s, while the other had introduced screening 10-15 years later. All compared countries had experienced equally large declines in breast cancer mortality, with the largest declines seen in young, unscreened women. The beginning of the declines in the screened age group was not related to the introduction of breast screening, often beginning long before it.

A third study from Turku, Finland, deserves mentioning, although it examined a slightly different question: the importance of the frequency of screening in women 40-49 years [105]. It was essentially a randomised design, with 14,765 women without breast cancer at age 40 years being assigned to either breast screening every year or every third year, based on their birth date (even or uneven date). This “unorthodox” randomisation method would not influence results in this case. As the authors note, practically all previous modelling studies, based on data from primarily the Two-County trial, indicate that young women would benefit particularly from more frequent screening, and that screening every 18 months is preferable. However, this study showed a relative risk for breast cancer mortality for triennial versus annual screening of 1.14 (CI: 0.59-1.27). That is, a trend in the opposite direction of that expected, albeit a small difference. More importantly, the relative risk for total mortality was 1.20 (CI 0.99-1.46), almost reaching significance. As the authors note, their study cannot determine if the difference between the two regimes is small, or if the programme as such “provided only a marginal effect overall at most” and that the study “points to the need for evaluating also the routine application of screening services” [105].

OVERDIAGNOSIS

Overdiagnosis is the detection of cancers through screening that would not have caused symptoms and therefore not have been detected in the lifetime of the woman in the absence of screening [14]. Because these cancers would never have posed a problem if there were no screening, their detection and treatment can only be harmful. It is sometimes referred to as inconsequential cancer diagnoses [1], although their detection has negative consequences.

Overdiagnosis represents the most important harm of screening and it has the potential to shift the balance between benefits and harms to the extent where screening is no longer justifiable. This has happened for other cancer screening programmes and is a likely cause of the opposition against the recognition of high levels of overdiagnosis in breast screening.

COMPETING CAUSES OF MORTALITY AND LENGTH BIAS

Although breast cancer is an important cause of death in middle aged and older women, it contributes with a comparatively small percentage to their total mortality, as the life time risk of dying from breast cancer is about 3-4% in most Western societies [14]. Screening programmes often operate with an interval of 1-3 years between rounds and primarily detects slow growing cancers while the fast growing cancers often become symptomatic and are detected between screening rounds [42]. Consequently, some women who had their slow growing breast cancer detected through screening will die from other causes before their cancers would have been diagnosed clinically. This can be considered a type of length bias (Figure 1). This mechanism would be at play even if all breast cancers developed at the same rate and all had lethal potential, which is how breast cancer has been perceived historically. But there is large variation in the growth rate of breast cancers and some grow very slowly or not at all, and some even regress (Figure 6) [106,107].

Figure 6: Variation in the growth of breast cancer. From Welch et al. 2010 [112].

Some cancers are dormant and were not destined to cause symptoms in the lifetime of even long-lived individuals. Although these lesions fit all the usual pathological criteria of cancer, they behave quite differently and are sometimes called pseudo-disease [42]. But because of screening, these “cancers” are now detected and treated. The diagnosis and treatment of a pseudo-cancer cause the same physical and psychological harms as symptomatic cancers because it cannot be known if the individual cancer was overdiagnosed. Overdiagnosis is a major reason why screening for prostate cancer with prostate specific antigen (PSA) is so problematic [108,109]. It is also a major reason that we do not screen smokers for lung cancer with chest X-rays, the other reason being that it does not reduce lung cancer mortality [110,111,112].

NEW LESSONS FROM PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING

In 2009, the results from a European and an American randomised trial of prostate cancer screening with PSA have been published [113,114]. The European study was larger than the American study, including 162,243 and 76,693 men, respectively. The American study was handicapped because opportunistic PSA testing is common in the United States. This contaminated the control group and diluted any true effect, beneficial or harmful. The American trial did not show a reduction in the mortality from prostate cancer (relative risk 1.13, 95% CI 0.75-1.70). It did, however, show 22% overdiagnosis (relative risk 1.22, 95% CI 1.16-1.29) [114]. The European trial did not have much opportunistic screening of the control group and showed a 20% reduction in prostate cancer
mortality [relative risk 0.80%, 95% CI 0.65–0.98] [113]. Unsurprisingly, the level of overdiagnosis was much higher in the European trial. There was 71% overdiagnosis, with an incidence of 4.8% in the control group and 8.2% in the screened group. This translates into 48 unnecessary prostate cancer diagnoses for every life extended. Treatment for prostate cancer with surgery and radiotherapy is the most common approach and cause impotence in about 50% of cases, and also incontinence, although less commonly. The accompanying editorial noted that: “Serial PSA screening has at best modest effect on prostate-cancer mortality during the first decade of follow-up. This benefit comes at the cost of substantial overdiagnosis and overtreatment. It is important to remember that the key question is not whether PSA screening is effective but whether it does more good than harm. For this reason, comparisons of the [European trial] estimates of the effectiveness of PSA screening with, for example, the similarly modest effectiveness of breast cancer screening cannot be made without simultaneously appreciating the much higher risks of overtreatment associated with PSA screening.” [108].

Overdiagnosis is more common in prostate cancer screening than in mammography screening because of the nature of the disease, the sensitivity of the blood test, and number of biopsies used (often 12 or more) [42]. Slow growing, dormant invasive, and in situ prostate cancer lesions are common and autopsy studies have shown that such lesions are present in 60% of men in their 60’s, whereas the lifetime risk of dying from prostate cancer is 3-4% [42]. The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force have now issued a draft recommendation against routine screening with PSA [115]. A review of eight autopsy studies showed that there were also many undetected breast cancer lesions, both invasive and pre-invasive ones [116].

**SPONTANEOUS REGRESSION OF BREAST CANCER**

An ingenious study from Norway used the gradual introduction of screening in different administrative regions to show that women that were screened three times had 22% more cancers detected than women of the same age screened only once at the end of the observation period [106]. The original difference in incidence before the control population was screened was 57%. Extending the observation period so that one group was screened four times and the other group twice hardly impacted the difference, which was now 20%. This speaks against that the difference was due to limited sensitivity of mammography, as one would expect that almost all the “extra” breast cancers detected in the intensely screened population would also be detected in the control population when they were screened twice at the end. The authors concluded that the persistently higher incidence in the frequently screened group must have been due to cancers that would have spontaneously regressed in the absence of screening. An accompanying editorial acknowledged that this interpretation conflicts with how most lay people and clinicians perceive breast cancer, but also that other explanations for the observed difference in incidence had been dealt with and were less likely [117]. The study deservedly received considerable attention and is an important contribution to the way we perceive breast cancer [118]. The results have been supported by a similar, but stronger study from Sweden that included a much larger population, a wider age-range, and longer follow-up [107]. Also, these data were from a period where hormone replacement therapy use in the study population could have been only 4% at most, and 2% in the control population [106].

A correlation between the number of screens and the number of cancers found supports a causal effect of screening to a greater extent than a simple correlation between time and event [119]. Although spontaneous regression of invasive breast cancer may seem counter-intuitive, it has been described in the literature [120] and there is evidence from epidemiological studies that it occurs at population level [121]. The lack of more direct evidence may be due to the fact that practically all cases are treated and the natural course of sub-clinical breast cancers is largely unknown [122]. For neuroblastoma in children, screening caused a 100% increase in incidence [123]. We do not need long follow-up to determine that this was in fact extra, overdiagnosed cases as neuroblastomas are very rare in adults. The extra cases would therefore likely have regressed. This is supported by the clinical observation of spontaneous regression in all those 11 children that were diagnosed through screening, but where the parents chose a strategy of active monitoring [42].

**QUANTIFYING OVERDIAGNOSIS IN MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING**

It has been claimed that mammography screening can operate without overdiagnosis [10]. However, this is biologically impossible, as screening will inevitably detect cancers in women who die from other causes before their cancers would have become detected because of symptoms in the absence of screening. Overdiagnosis in mammography screening is currently gaining wider acceptance as a significant problem [8,9,112], despite opposition from screening advocates [124]. Until recently, some screening proponents have claimed that if there were any overdiagnosis, it was confined to *in situ* lesions and that the problem was small [11, 125-129]. In a recent study, which had many of the same authors, only overdiagnosis of invasive breast cancer was quantified, with an estimated ratio of two lives extended for every overdiagnosed case [12]. I had to ask the lead author on national British radio to learn that *in situ* cancers were not included in the study, as this was not mentioned in the study report [12,130]. I was also told that the reason *in situ* cancers were excluded was that overdiagnosis of such cases was unimportant compared to invasive cancers. This is a major change of opinion. Overdiagnosis of invasive breast cancer is no longer possible to deny:

“Twenty years ago the suggestion that pathology found in symptomless people might be inconsequential was greeted with derision. Now there are books published for the general public explaining the overdiagnosis problem.” [1].

What remains to be established is its magnitude in a modern setting. The fundamental premise must be that any increase in the lifetime risk of breast cancer in a screened population compared to a non-screened population represents overdiagnosis. The first quantification of overdiagnosis based on the randomised screening trials was published in 2000, but there were important biases in the trials that may have affected the estimate [131]. In some trials, there was opportunistic screening of the control group (e.g. one in four were screened in the control arm of the Malmö and Canadian trials) or the control group was screened at the end of the trial (e.g. the Two-County trial). There was also short duration of the randomised phase [45]. The trials are now getting old, and the technological development has increased sensitivity.
All of these biases would reduce estimates of overdiagnosis. But there are also biases in the opposite direction; the specialized staff in the trials may detect more cancer than in a public programme where it can be problematic to recruit skilled personnel, and a deliberately conservative attitude towards microcalcifications and recalls in some programmes could also reduce overdiagnosis [132].

**LEAD-TIME MODELS**

Estimating overdiagnosis in a clinical setting is important, but difficult. Often, lead-time models have been used [133], but they have important problems, as we have pointed out [134,135]. The basic premise of lead-time models is that screening causes a “shift” in the age-specific incidence due to the advancement of the time of diagnosis, which causes us to find those tumours we would otherwise have found some time into the future, in addition to those we would have found in the absence of screening. Thus, those aged e.g. 55 years will obtain the somewhat higher incidence of the age group a few years older in an unscreened population. In the lead-time models, the expected increase in incidence is subtracted from the observed incidence increase in a screened population. Any remaining difference is considered overdiagnosis. The problem is that no one knows exactly how much breast screening advances the time of diagnosis and estimates have varied considerably, between 1 to 5 years [129,136,137]. As previously explained (Figure 2), observed tumour sizes at clinical and screen detection indicate that diagnosis is brought forward by one year at most, and likely considerably less [22]. Too high estimates of lead time will over-compensate and lead to underestimates of overdiagnosis. Some have used the randomised trials to estimate lead-time [128] but do not consider overdiagnosis in the trials. Often, the stage at diagnosis is used to estimate how much screening had brought the diagnosis forward. This can lead to substantial underestimates when screening causes overdiagnosis of early stage breast cancers [135].

**USING LIFETIME RISK TO QUANTIFY OVERDIAGNOSIS**

As we cannot differentiate between true and overdiagnosed cancers, overdiagnosis can only be defined statistically. Statistical models based on uncertain assumptions are problematic, but a different approach to estimate overdiagnosis in public screening programmes use the premise of an identical lifetime risk of breast cancer in a screened and a non-screened population in the absence of overdiagnosis [26,27,138,139]. Any excess incidence in the screened age group should be compensated by a reduction of the same number of breast cancers in women who pass the age limit for screening, as their cancers would already have been detected (Figure 7). As there are less than one third as many women in the age group 70-80 years as in the age group 50-69 years, mainly because it is a narrower age range with increased total mortality, a compensatory decline measured per 100,000 women must be very large to compensate fully for the increase in younger women. According to this model, excess incidence in the screened age group is expected, regardless if it is due to advancement of the time of diagnosis, overdiagnosis, or a combination of the two.

If this excess incidence is not compensated by a decline in women who pass the upper age limit for screening, then screening has not advanced the time of diagnosis. Further, since the initial increase is required to indicate that advancement of the time of diagnosis has taken place, its absence, or the absence of a compensatory decline in older age groups, would mean that screening cannot have accomplished this goal and therefore cannot reduce mortality. It also means that if an increase in incidence in the screened age group is not fully compensated by a subsequent decline in women who pass the age limit, any remaining difference is overdiagnosis. The ideal way to quantify overdiagnosis would be a randomised trial with no contamination of the control group and life-long follow-up. Any difference in the total number of breast cancers between the screened and non-screened women would then be overdiagnosis. As such data does not exist, we must look at actual screening programmes.

**WHAT WE DID**

In our systematic review, we quantified overdiagnosis using the premise of an unchanged lifetime risk of breast cancer in the absence of overdiagnosis [26]. To do this, it was essential to estimate what the background breast cancer incidence would have been in the absence of screening. The background incidence has been increasing steadily in most, but not all, Western populations in the years prior to screening [140]. Using a linear projection of the pre-screening trend, we quantified how much the incidence had increased in the screened age group compared to what was expected. We also quantified how much the incidence had fallen in older, previously screened women in relation to the background incidence, also projected from the pre-screening trend [26]. To make reliable projections using linear regression, we required incidence data for at least seven years prior to the implementation of screening. We also required seven years of follow-up after the full implementation of screening to allow time for any compensatory drop in incidence among previously screened women to develop, and allow the incidence level in screened age groups to stabilise following the introduction of screening [26]. See Figure 8 for an updated example.
Some researchers have stated that we did not correct for the increasing background incidence [142], but this is not correct [143]. What may have confused some readers is that we excluded a small increase in incidence in the UK during the two years immediately prior to the roll-out of the NHS Breast Screening Programme, as we knew that a pilot screening programme had operated during this time [13]. The remarkable consistency of the estimates of overdiagnosis between countries indicates that the data were trustworthy. Our search strategy did not include other databases than PubMed, but we also scanned reference lists and contacted authors. A control sample of all articles on breast screening published in 2004 used for another article [34] indicated that we had not missed any studies. We were unable to find useable published data from Denmark, but Denmark offers a unique opportunity because two administrative regions that include 20% of the population have offered screening over seventeen years whereas the remaining regions have not [27]. The unscreened regions provide a “control group” and we were therefore able to evaluate if our projections of the expected development in background incidence were in accordance with actual observations from non-screened regions. We obtained detailed incidence data from the Danish National Board of Health and this allowed us to use Poisson regression analyses instead of simple linear regression to compensate for variation in age distribution. The results were very close to what we would have obtained with linear regression. These results indicate that the limitations we mentioned in our systematic review (e.g. HRT use and demographic factors leading to a higher increase in background incidence rates than projected) were likely unimportant [26].

WHAT WE FOUND

Overdiagnosis in public mammography screening is an even greater problem than estimated from the randomised trials [26,45]. There was little or no compensatory decline in breast cancer incidence among previously screened women, despite long follow-up. We consistently found persisting, large increases in breast cancer incidence among screened women and that this increase was not present in other age groups. Our meta-analysis included data from five countries and we demonstrated that public mammography screening results in 52% overdiagnosis [26]. Currently, about one third of breast cancers are detected between screening rounds (interval cancers) [144] and our results therefore indicate that half the screen-detected cancers are overdiagnosed when in situ lesions are included (150% breast cancers in screened women compared to 100% in non-screened women, and one third (50%) of them being interval cancers, means that the remaining 100% are either true cancers (50%) or overdiagnosed cancers (50%). Other researchers have supported our findings in studies from Catalonia, Spain [28] and from New South Wales, Australia [29], and shown that there may be even higher levels of overdiagnosis in France [30]. For Denmark, our estimate of overdiagnosis was 33% [27]. Likely explanations for the lower estimate are that participation rates in Copenhagen have been well below the recommended 70% [93,145], and a deliberately conservative attitude towards microcalcifications and recalls [132]. Contrary, opportunistic screening in the “control” population was uncommon and therefore cannot explain the difference [146]. The fact that the incidence of carcinoma in situ increased only slightly in the non-screened areas following the introduction of screening [27] supports that opportunistic screening is infrequent. Such lesions are rarely symptomatic and therefore vastly more common in screened than non-screened women. In 2007, in situ cancers constituted 21% of screen-detected cases in the UK in the age group 50-70 years [74]. For comparison, in situ cases constituted 2.2% of diagnoses in the non-screened areas of Denmark in 2003, our last year of observation [27]. We corrected our estimate of overdiagnosis in Denmark for a decline in breast cancer incidence in women over 70 years, which reduced our estimate from 40% to 33% [27]. However, this decline was only present in Funen, whereas the incidence in older women was increasing in the same time period in both Copenhagen and the non-screened areas. The decline in Funen was small in absolute numbers and may have been due to chance. Copenhagen had a longer screening period, so a decline should first appear there. But participation was higher in Funen, which speaks for a true compensatory decline. Further follow-up will reveal if the decline persists.

Comparing breast cancer incidence in screened and non-screened areas requires that the two populations are similar, for example in terms of socio-economic status. However, as we looked at changes in trends over time and compensated for pre-screening incidence differences, it is more important whether there were substantial changes over the observation period than if there were differences per se at an individual time point. In Denmark, there are differences in socio-economic status and educational level, with high education and urbanicity predicting high incidence, but also high survival [147]. But comparing larger geographical regions, as we did, will dilute such differences. In any case, statistical correction for confounders is not without problems. For socio-economic differences, the choice of measure (e.g. income or educational level) is important and could influence results. Also, models assume a linear correlation between e.g. income and life-expectancy, although this is unlikely [148]. The abrupt changes in breast cancer incidence coincide with the introduction of breast screening in both Copenhagen and Funen, and in any other country where this has been studied, at time points varying by more than a decade. This strongly suggests that these changes are caused by screening.
HOW OVERDIAGNOSIS HELPS PROMOTE SCREENING

Overdiagnosis causes what has been termed the “popularity paradox” [1]. Women who experience overdiagnosis and overtreatment will believe that screening saved them, even though they have in fact been harmed. Thus, the more overdiagnosis, the more popular the programme will become.

In actual fact, the chance that an individual woman diagnosed through screening have had her life saved by that screen is between 3% and 13%. If the effect of screening is a 5% to a 25% reduction [149,150]. Invitations and scientific publications often point out the alarming rate at which the incidence of breast cancer is rising in Western countries and how this underlines the importance of screening, without noting that a large part of the increase is caused by screening itself [16]. It has recently been summed up how the rising incidence and unchanged mortality rates observed for a number of cancers show that we are simply diagnosing more cancer without affecting prognosis, and without diagnosing lethal cancer earlier [8].

ADVANCING THE TIME OF DIAGNOSIS CAN BE UNFORTUNATE

A type of overdiagnosis that has received less attention is when screening advances the time of diagnosis without affecting the prognosis or treatment. Screening then causes months or years of lifetime to be converted from living in “ignorant bliss” into being a cancer patient. This is an unavoidable consequence of screening, but the extent of this type of overdiagnosis remains to be studied. It is certain to diminish the quality of life of those who experience it.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE USE OF MASTECTOMIES

In November 2011, a letter was published in the Lancet by 41 signatories, all of whom had some relation to breast screening [151]. It was a reaction to the recent criticism of breast screening and focused specifically on the research from the Nordic Cochrane Centre. As we noted in our reply [152], the only factual information in the letter was a statement that 27% of women with screen-detected cancers have a mastectomy, compared to 53% with clinically detected cancers. This may be true, but it is misleading and regrettably an often used type of comparison in breast screening.

The problem is that this compares apples with oranges. The calculation is made within a population where all are offered screening, which means that there is no “control group”. The compliant women are simply compared to the non-compliant ones and those with interval cancers. But screen-detected breast cancers are different from those detected because of symptoms, for several reasons:

1. Attendees are preferentially those with an already favourable prognosis [1]. Screening “selects” those that would turn up quickly with symptoms of small cancers in the absence of screening, whereas those that would wait and present with larger cancers do not turn up.
2. Screening preferentially detects slow-growing lesions because there is more time to detect them in (length) bias. Thus, screening “selects” small cancers, while the aggressive ones grow fast and “slip through the screen” to appear between rounds as large cancers.
3. Many of the small, screen-detected cancers are overdiagnosed. This inflates the number of breast conserving surgical interventions in the screened group, which “artificially” reduces the percentage of mastectomies.

We need to compare a population offered screening with one that is not and compare the rate of mastectomies, say, per 1,000 women in each population. We have three main sources for this.

1. The randomised trials. This is the most reliable source, and there were 20% more mastectomies in the screened group [45].
2. Population-based data from Denmark. Again, more mastectomies were performed in the screened areas, and we published these data in 2011 (Figure 9) [18].
3. Population-based data from Norway, which also had a gradual introduction of mammography screening. The same picture emerged as in Denmark, which we also published in 2011 [31].

Figure 9: Mastectomy use in Copenhagen and Funen (screened areas), and non-screened areas. From Jørgensen et al. 2011 [18].

In population-based studies, there may be geographical variation in the choice of treatment apart from that resulting from screening, but the consistency of the findings, also with those from the randomised trials, indicate that screening does in fact increase the use of mastectomies. The increase is due to overdagnosis of invasive and in situ lesions, and the fact that screening does not reduce the occurrence of large invasive cancers [21].

IMPLICATIONS FOR RADIOTHERAPY USE AND MORTALITY

In the randomised trials, the use of radiotherapy was increased to a similar extent as breast cancer incidence in the screened group, with a relative risk of 1.32 (95% confidence interval: 1.16 to 1.50) [45]. The considerable overtreatment of healthy women with radiotherapy is a consequence of overdiagnosis. Radiotherapy not only causes long-term postoperative pain and skin-irritation [153], but also raises overall mortality through increased cardiac and lung-disease related mortality [75,154,155]. Radiation therapy can damage tissues and vessels and the harmful effects have recently been quantified for Denmark and Sweden for the period 1976-2006 [156]. The study compared left- and right-sided radiotherapy. The relative risk of acute myocardial infarction was 1.22 (95% CI 1.06 to 1.42), angina 1.25 (1.05 to 1.49), pericarditis 1.61 (1.06 to 2.43), and valvular heart disease 1.54 (1.11 to 2.13).

Women with previous heart disease had particularly high risks. Incidence ratios for all heart disease were as high for women irradiated since 1990 (1.09 [1.00 to 1.19]), as for women irradiated during 1976 to 1989 (1.08 [0.99 to 1.17]), indicating that modern radiation techniques may not have reduced harms as much as hoped for. Contrary to previous studies [75,154,155], the Scandinavian data did not indicate increased cardiac mortality, but the authors argue that this may be due to shorter follow-up,
as clear effects on this outcome were only present after 15 years in other data sets that they have analysed [154,155]. Radiotherapy also considerably increase mortality from lung-disease, e.g. the relative risk was 2.71 (1.65-4.48) in North America [155].

INFORMED CHOICE: INTENTIONS AND LEGISLATION

There is agreement that participation in screening should be voluntary and based on informed choice. This objective is specified in guidelines [145,157] and required by law in more general terms [158,159]. However, exactly what constitutes informed choice is subject to debate [19,160]. Is it voluntary to accept a pre-specified time for an investigation in an invitation from a public authority that directly recommends participation? This is a commonly used strategy [16] that is known to boost participation [161]. High participation is pivotal and it is not surprising that those who design the invitations choose this strategy, as they are often also responsible for the success of the programme. We have argued that this short-circuits informed decision [16,19] because a pre-specified appointment and a direct recommendation issued from a public authority will make some feel obliged to participate - a concern that now seems confirmed [19,160]. The UK National Screening Committee agreed in 2001 that the purpose of invitations to screening was to ensure informed choice rather than high uptake [162]. However, the UK invitation and information leaflet still directly encourage participation, provides a pre-specified time of appointment, and are biased in favour of participation [17,18]. Encouraging participation was in line with a prior emphasis on uptake, as specified in the Forrest report: “Women up to age 65 years should be positively encouraged to be regularly screened (…)" [13]. But such an approach conflicts with autonomy, which was clearly specified as a right by the General Medical Council [157]. It also creates problems when the image of simple and trouble-free screening collides with harsh reality. People who experience the harms feel let down and over-enthusiasm about screening can also make rational decisions about future screening programmes difficult [1].

SELLING SCREENING

There is no doubt that screening has been oversold in the past [16] (Figure 10), but it is still oversold today [18,33]. Although the rhetoric seems more blunt in the United States than in Europe, the message in invitations are fundamentally identical [16-18,163,164].

In 2007, a health reform in Germany for several cancer screening programmes, including breast screening, proposed that those who do not attend screening must attend mandatory personal counselling. If they still decline participation and are later diagnosed with the disease in question, they must pay 2% of their income towards treatment, compared to 1% for those who attended, if the invitees cannot document that they have participated in the mandatory counselling by presenting a signed form [165,166]. One can only wonder what information would have been offered during such counselling, but the bill was eventually turned down.

Securing high uptake and informed choice at the same time is a difficult balance when there are both important benefits and harms. Screening proponents argue that it is necessary to provide a strong incentive to overcome what is commonly called “barriers to participation”. Thorough information about harms is believed to deter some women.

Figure 10: Campaign poster from the American Cancer Society.
outcome, beneficial and harmful alike. We have argued that it is necessary to use the same denominator for both benefits and harms to make them comparable [16]. We have published a leaflet with information presented in this way, saying that 2,000 women must be screened over ten years to benefit one, whereas screening at the same time leads to ten women being overdia-

The industry has many ways to influence the introduction and abbreviation costs, in addition to physical and psychological costs. The of overdiagnosed cases, and absence from work carry great finan-

a part of the total cost. Diagnostic follow up tests, the treatment breast screening industry turns over more than 5 billion US Dol-

a cost of 100 million pounds [74] and in the United States, the programme is currently introducing digital mammography units at 
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Evaluations of medical interventions are influenced by conflicts of 

"Screening can find cancers which are treated but which may not otherwise have been found during your lifetime." [18]. The word “overdiagnosis” is not mentioned, nor is the magnitude of the problem. We have argued that this can be misleading, as some women might think; “great, screening finds cancers that otherwise would not be found. That is why I go for screening” [18]. Providing balanced information is not only important for in-
formed choice. It is important for continued trust in the medical profession [1,170]. Informing openly about the consequences of screening will prevent disappointment when the information about the harms becomes more widely known. And the concern that such information should prevent participation is counter to the available evidence from randomised trials of decision aids in breast and diabetes screening [169,171]. A truly informed choice is not realistic for all eligible women. The issue is highly complex, some things are counterintuitive, and developing information that would be understandable to everyone may not be possible. But this does not change the objective, and access to unbiased and balanced information is more impor-
tant than the (unsupported) risk of lower uptake.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST IN MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING
Evaluations of medical interventions are influenced by conflicts of interest. These can be economical, political, or driven by personal motives or beliefs. All are at play in mammography screening. Great economical interests are involved in a programme that rests on popular political decisions and the implementation of these decisions form the basis for medical careers, sought by people who believe in the rationale behind the intervention. The economic incentives are very large indeed. The UK screening programme is currently introducing digital mammography units at a cost of 100 million pounds [74] and in the United States, the breast screening industry turns over more than 5 billion US Dol-

The overall message was that mammography screening has been glorified in the 2008 Annual Report from the NHS BSP [74]. The report is issued from a public authority and is not directly influenced by commercial interests. The editor is Julietta Patnick, Director of the NHS BSP. The overall message was that mammography screening has been hugely successful throughout its 20 years in existence, that benefits far outweighs harms (the most important of which are left entirely unmentioned), and participation is directly recom-
mended. The format of the report would pride any marketing department, featuring a pink rose held up against a bright, revealing light, such as that used when scrutinizing mammograms (Fig-

SCREENING MARKETED AS A PRODUCT
The glorification of screening is clearly apparent in the 2008 An-

males Angela Raffle and Muir Gray: “[The industry] uses all kinds of strategies to promote sales of medical products. These include funding of conferences and scientific meetings, provision of ghost writers to get positive findings published quickly, suppression of publication of negative findings, direct lobbying of government, funding of patient pressure groups, assisting patient advocates with appeals against policy decisions and use of public relations firms to engineer a steady trickle of good news stories featuring individual cases claiming to have been helped by the technology. In the trade, the technique that involve pressure groups and patient advocates are known as ‘astrosurfing’ and ‘guerra marketing’ because they successfully create the impression that the lobbying is coming purely from grassroots opinion and not from the industry.” [1]. Although marketing from the screening industry is less recognised as an important problem than when pharmaceutical companies are involved, it is an obvious source of bias and anyone who attends a screening conference will notice it. But there are conflicts of interest that are more subtle and harder to recognise. Those involved in the screening programmes har-

bour an inherent conflict of interest as their career hinges on it. Maureen Roberts was a lead researcher in the UK evaluation of breast cancer screening and clinical director of the Edinburgh Breast Screening Project. She died of breast cancer in 1989 but published an article in BMJ shortly before. She formulated what Angela Raffle and Muir Gray describe as something that, “many of us involved in screening at that time will recognize as accurate.” [1]: “There is an air of evangelism, few people questioning what is actually being done. Are we brainwashing ourselves into thinking that we are making a dramatic impact on a serious disease before we brainwash the public? Many thousands of women will be invited for screening and those who attend are said to be ‘compli-
ant’. The compliance rate is not very high and I wonder what plans are being made to try and raise it. I hope very much that pressure is not put on women to attend. The decision must be theirs, and a truthful account of the facts must be made available to the public and the individual patient. It will not be what they want to hear.” [172].
The headline on the title page of the 2008 report reads: “Saving lives through screening”. As described earlier in the section on breast cancer mortality, there is no evidence from the randomised trials that mammography screening saves lives in absolute terms. The providers optimistically assume that a reduction in breast cancer mortality translates directly into saved lives and they also disregard that overdiagnosis may cause deaths through overtreatment. This is a symptomatic simplification. There are numerous similar examples in the report, but its most important shortcoming is that it mentions none of the important harms: overtreatment. This is a symptomatic simplification. There are numerous similar examples in the report, but its most important shortcoming is that it mentions none of the important harms: overdiagnosis and the psychological harms experienced by the many with false positive mammograms. Raffle and Gray note that: “Governments are elected to deliver what people want. People believe that screening will harmlessly eliminate disease and pay for itself by reducing the need for treatment. The wise politician, who only thinks as far as the next election (or the next week in a ministerial post), inevitably makes decisions that match what the people believe in. Our challenge, and it is a considerable one, is to communicate and advocate public health evidence and values through the mass media so that public opinions come closer to our evidence-based view of the world.” [1].

Politicians may very well introduce and maintain interventions that are contrary to the best available evidence, but in accordance with public opinion. To the public, screening enables an active effort against a feared disease. Being able to do something actively against a threat is a strong human motivator and aggressive action sometimes seems a guiding principle, particularly in North American medicine.

IS BREAST SCREENING “WORTH IT”?

Obviously, many of those saved from a breast cancer death by screening will eventually require treatment for another disease. Assuming that screening saves money because early detection means less treatment and less time at the hospital is therefore a simplification. Those who live on to collect their pensions will cost more than those who left society earlier. This, of course, is not an argument against screening, but it highlights the fallacy of equalising lower breast cancer mortality now with savings in the future. In addition to this, false positive cases and overdiagnosed cancers are certain to increase public spending considerably in the short term. These factors, and overdiagnosis in particular, have been underestimated in cost-benefit analyses [13,173-176] and it is unlikely that most screening programmes will reduce costs in the long run [1]. The problem is that screening proponents have effectively convinced the public and politicians that screening does save both lives and money, which can make arguments against screening seem like nitpicking.

Of course, if breast screening does not reduce breast cancer mortality or mastectomies, as current evidence suggests, it is meaningless to talk about health economics. In any case, it is very difficult to sum up the economic impact. A recent study used data on benefits and harms from the Cochrane review [45] and the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Review [173] to calculate the impact of the programme on Quality Adjusted Life Years (QUALYs) [177]. Harms outweighed benefits up to 7 years after screening implementation. Extrapolating the trial results to 20 years after implementation, which is not without concerns, the authors showed a net benefit, but less than half of what was expected at the time of the introduction of screening. But how do you quantify the human cost of being needlessly diagnosed with and treated for breast cancer? The authors set this to a 6% reduction in QUALYs, but such human costs require assumptions. Furthermore, the analysis built on an assumed 15% reduction in breast cancer mortality, which is unlikely to be correct in today’s setting.

QUANTIFYING BIAS IN SCIENTIFIC PAPERS

Although it is specified in the CONSORT guidelines that randomised trials of medical interventions should present evidence on both benefits and harms [178], this is often not done and many articles promote a specific agenda [179-81]. The imbalance in the presentation of benefits and harms and the relation to potential conflicts of interest has been well documented for both medical interventions and tobacco [182,183]. It has also been documented that industry sponsoring of trials of breast cancer interventions affects the study design and leads to more positive findings [184].

It is hardly surprising that the mechanisms documented in other fields also operate in mammography screening. The main focus has been on the influence of the sponsor of the trial who has a direct financial interest in results. But industry funding of scientific papers on mammography screening is rare. Our focus was on the involvement of authors associated with screening programmes, which are often publicly funded in Europe. We found that scientific articles tend to emphasize the benefits of mammography screening over its harms. This imbalance was related to the authors’ affiliation, in particular for overdiagnosis, which was rarely mentioned in articles by authors working with screening compared to authors in other fields [34]. Emphasising benefits and neglecting harms was not limited to authors working with screening, but they downplayed or even rejected them particularly often. Likewise, the benefits were often presented using the most favourable framing, e.g. relative risks instead of absolute risks [34]. It may seem surprising that being involved with screening can lead to bias, but clinical experts in a medical field are often biased. They may be particularly enthusiastic about an intervention, eager to improve outcomes for their own patients, or have affilia-
tions with industry. In this case, questioning the screening programme is essentially equivalent to questioning their clinical specialty and livelihood. Funding must be secured for both the programme and their research, which may be provided by interest groups (e.g. cancer charities) that can have a preference for research that supports their political agenda. A mutually beneficial relationship can develop where positive results will be rewarded with more funding. This is particularly problematic if the interest group receives subsidies from the screening industry.

One example is The American Cancer Society (ACS) which is large enough to not only sponsor research, but also publish three scientific journals. We did a subgroup analysis of articles on mammography screening in the Journal of Cancer, one of those owned by the ACS. The subgroup analysis was not included in our published article [34], but it showed that articles in the journal Cancer were very positive towards breast screening; none of the articles raised criticism of mammography screening or acknowledged overdiagnosis as an important problem.

The ACS accepts industry funding from both the medical industry (AstraZeneca, Pfizer, Novartis) and health insurers: “A new era of corporate outreach for the American Cancer Society has been launched through its Employer Initiative. Its goal is to build lasting relationships with major U.S. companies by offering and implementing products and services that help employers meet their business goals while increasing mission and income returns to the Society.” [185]

There is an intricate web of co-operation and interdependence in the scientific community. Close collaborators are unlikely to criticise each other and personal relations can be hard to see through. The Journal of Medical Screening is a part of the Royal Society of Medicine Press, but it is also the journal of the Medical Screening Society. The Medical Screening Society is housed at the Wolfson Institute of Preventive Medicine, which is thus also the home institute of the Journal of Medical Screening. The Medical Screening Society has several members that were key figures in the implementation of screening [186]. The Wolfson Institute of Preventive Medicine is also the home institute of several of these screening proponents, some of whom also serve on the Editorial Committee of the Journal of Medical Screening. The Editorial Board also features the Director of the NHS Breast Screening Programme, Julietta Patrick. Professor Sir Nicholas Wald is both President of the Medical Screening Society, Director of the Wolfson Institute of Preventive Medicine, and Editor of the Journal of Medical Screening. He thus heads the department where many of the screening proponents work who frequently publish in “his” journal.

We have criticised this hidden interdependence present in articles where the conclusions can be politically to promote screening [187,188]. But such conflicts of interest are not generally recognised and are not mentioned in the articles in question, although the Journal of Medical Screening requires that conflicts of interest are disclosed. They are therefore unlikely to be included in the considerations of the validity of the findings by readers who have no reason to expect such an intricate network. On submission of a paper to BMJ, you are requested to disclose anything as conflicts of interest that you would not be happy to see publicised later in a wider context. This seems a good guiding principle.

NEW INDEPENDENT REVIEW IN THE UK

As in other fields of research, the independence of the researcher is paramount. Being your own judge is problematic, which is why police, legislators, and judicial authorities are kept separate. It must be required that independent experts critically evaluate publicly funded screening programmes. The importance of this was re-affirmed when we evaluated the 2010 Annual Review of the NHS Breast Screening Programme [18] and showed how skewed the official presentation still is.

Our research has influenced the decision to form an independent panel to review the evidence and continued justification for breast screening [35,36]. While the necessity of independent experts were recognised, these were appointed by Professor Sir Michael Richards, who, as Cancer Director in the NHS, is formally responsible for the breast screening programme, together with Harpal Kumar, the Chief Executive of Cancer Research UK, a cancer charity that is actively promoting breast screening. Independence is in this case defined as researchers who have not previously published in the field, which can be questioned as it does not preclude having preconceived opinions. We [189] and many others [190-194] questioned if the planned review would be truly independent, but the experts that were eventually chosen [195] indicate that the stated wish to have an independent review was honest rather than window dressing aimed at protecting the programme against criticism. The results of the review should appear in 2012.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Some questions are not accessible to scientific enquiry, such as balancing harms against benefits, which is a value judgement. Ethical theory may help us clarify what principles our decisions are based on and help us assess if we are being consistent in our choices. It should be acknowledged, however, that there is no “correct” answer. People have different values and life experiences that will inevitably influence their judgment, and one decision is not necessarily better than another. In health care, anyone has the right to choose for him- or herself, and health authorities are obliged to provide information to secure autonomous choice regarding the interventions they decide to offer. These issues are of particular importance in screening, as this is intended for healthy individuals, not patients who actively seek the opinion of health professionals. Those invited have not requested an intervention to solve a specific problem and are not in a situation where an intervention is necessary to overcome disease. Even though preventing breast cancer fatalities is an important good, the adverse effects of screening may be harmful enough to outweigh it. If we made prophylactic mastectomy mandatory for 40-year-old women, we would likely prevent most breast cancer fatalities. We have chosen not to do this because we find it obvious that the harms would be too great, without even bothering to express this explicitly.

This example is not as extreme as it seems, as screening mammography does indeed cause unnecessary removal of many breasts. Less extreme harms than prophylactic mastectomy could lead to a similar conclusion; that the preventive measure is not worth the human or financial cost. We have to be open to this possibility and constantly re-evaluate if the balance favours the intervention. Such a re-evaluation may soon become relevant in the case of cervical cancer screening where vaccination could reduce the obtainable benefit to an extent where the harms will outweigh it, in this case the many unnecessary conisations for self-limiting cell changes, which increase the risk of premature labour. However, it may also be relevant when new harms are recognised or better quantified, as for overdiagnosis in mammography screening.
Weighing the harms against the benefits in mammography screening is currently a concern for the invited woman. Evaluating the programme against other health interventions poses a problem that is at least as complex, but this is a concern for society. This question is becoming increasingly relevant with tightening budgets in health care. The decision to implement screening was made before overdiagnosis was recognised as a major harm and it was therefore not considered to a sufficient extent in the decision process or the cost-benefit analyses [13]. Since then, expectations of the obtainable benefit have been substantially reduced [6,37,45,173]. When the decision was made to implement screening, the Two-County trial carried great weight [13,60,65]. However, the reliability of this trial has been questioned and later trials of higher quality estimated much smaller effects [45,66]. The likely benefit is, at best, only half of what was hoped for. It may even no longer exist due to improved treatment [23,24] and the harms caused by treating overdiagnosed women with chemotherapy, radiotherapy.

FUTURE ASPECTS: NEW DIAGNOSTIC TECHNOLOGIES

Technological developments mean that mammography can detect ever smaller abnormalities. This is augmented by digital mammography, computer-aided detection, and MRI scans. It is easy to speculate that this will improve the ability of screening to prevent breast cancer fatalities since cancer can be caught earlier than before. However, the earliest trials of mammography screening (the New York Health Insurance Plan Trial and the Two-County trial) presented the most optimistic results, with later trials showing a smaller or no effect. While methodological problems in the first trials may explain some of the large effect, the absence of an effect in population-based screening programmes could also be due to new treatments such as anti-oestrogens (e.g. tamoxifen) that were not in use during the first trials, but were introduced during the 1980’s [40]. Current research suggests that digital mammography is unlikely to offer an improvement over standard film, at least in the age group commonly invited for breast screening [196]. However, the ability to detect smaller abnormalities will increase the number of harmless lesions that need further work-up, and the number of overdiagnosed cases. In short, we can be fairly sure that there will be more harms, but not that the benefit will increase at a similar rate.

Hopefully, we will be better equipped to tell the potentially fatal lesions from the harmless ones in the future. So far, histology has proved too rough a tool to uncover what is likely genetic differences that determine the rate of progression and the metastatic potential of individual cancers. We may speculate that identification of genetic markers will provide a means to differentiate between the aggressiveness of individual cancers and offer more individualised treatment, especially as mammographically detected tumours now seem to be distinguishable as having a favourable genetic profile [197] However, the value of such tests in terms of better outcomes for the patient is still unproven and their implementation is therefore only a theoretical possibility so far. Even if we could predict the course of each individual lesion down to the point where we could inform a patient that “your screen-detected tumour will become fatal in about 10-14 years”, it would still not make overdiagnosis disappear, only reduce the problem. In fact, most women would likely choose to be treated anyhow when the cancer has been detected.

BREAST CANCER SCREENING IN HIGH-RISK GROUPS

In the light of the recognition that mammography screening offers smaller benefits and are more harmful than we were promised, it has been suggested that screening should be limited to groups with a high risk of breast cancer [198]. The idea is that the balance between benefits and harms may “tip” in a favourable direction because the higher frequency of disease will increase the chance of a benefit. But this requires the assumption of an unchanged relative chance of benefit and harm in this subgroup. Using BRCA mutation carriers as an example, we can see that things, as usual, are a bit more complicated. The mutation is in a gene that codes for a DNA repair mechanism, which substantially increases the risk that genetic mutations accumulate uncorrected and leads to cancer. But mammography screening at short intervals to increase the chance of catching these particularly fast-growing and aggressive cancers will also subject these women to more radiation. While this is considered a small problem in the general population, it is much worse in BRCA-carriers. A recent study calculated that in women aged 25-29 years, screening would have to cut breast cancer mortality in half to outweigh the increased risk induced by the X-rays [199]. While this is below the usual screening age, and despite that the required reduction was much smaller in older women, such young women with BRCA mutations (or other markers of high risk) are those most relevant to target as they generally develop aggressive breast cancer at a very early age. Young women are inherently more sensitive to radiation because of rapid cell turn-over. They also have denser breast tissue, which not only makes the mammograms more difficult to interpret, leading to less benefit, but also increases the risk of false positives and possibly overdiagnosis.

We should therefore require randomised trials before decisions about screening high-risk groups are made.

SCREENING FOR OTHER CANCERS

Upcoming cancer screening programmes in Western societies are those for colorectal cancer, lung cancer with spiral computed tomography, and prostate cancer, and a trial of lung cancer screening are currently being carried out. The issues dealt with in this thesis are also relevant to these screening programmes, although each must be evaluated in their own right.

Regarding screening for prostate cancer, there are marked differences in the approach in North America and Scandinavia. In North America, screening for prostate cancer with the prostate specific antigen (PSA) test is common, whereas the Urological Society in Denmark recommends against it [200]. Previous randomised trials of PSA screening are of poor quality [201] and new, well-designed trials show low effects on mortality and much overdiagnosis, with important harms related to treatment such as incontinence and impotence [113,114]. New U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Draft Guidelines recommend against it [115].

While we are still awaiting evidence from several on-going, large-scale randomised trials of lung cancer screening with low-dose computed tomography (LDCT), a recently published randomised trial of 2,472 male smokers concluded that the benefits might be far smaller than anticipated [202]. All subjects received a baseline chest X-ray and sputum cytology test, but the intervention arm then went through LDCT every year for the next four years. There were no differences in lung cancer mortality or total mortality after a median follow-up of 33 months, but lung cancer was diagnosed in 4.7% in the intervention arm versus 2.8% in the control arm. Additional cancers diagnosed in the screened arm were stage I disease, with no reduction in advanced stage lung cancer.
It requires further follow-up to determine whether the extra cancers were overdiagnosed. But if the 70% increase in lung cancer incidence were overdiagnosis, this would be the same level as in prostate cancer screening with PSA [113]. Observational studies have reached very positive conclusions about LDCT screening [81], which illustrates the need for randomised trials. Randomised trials have shown a benefit from screening for colorectal cancer with faecal occult blood tests [203] and also with once-only sigmoidoscopy [49]. Although overdiagnosis may be a small problem related to the detection of benign polyps, false positive and negative cases remain a problem and there are significant, albeit rare, harms caused by sigmoidoscopy and follow-up interventions, such as perforations, bleeding, and thrombosis associated with sedation.

Private clinics, also in Denmark [204], offer screening for breast cancer using thermo-mammography and other techniques as a supplement to regular screening mammography without evidence for a benefit and certainty of harm. We are likely to see more such interventions in the future intended for the “wealthy worried well” [1].

HISTORICAL ASPECTS
Mammography screening has been called “a crisis for evidence based medicine” [205] because its immediate appeal may cause the evidence to be improperly interpreted. It can be quite a learning experience to re-visit previous beliefs. The Forrest Report that laid the foundation for the UK Breast Screening Programme mentions overdiagnosis in several places, e.g.:

“...women might undergo unnecessary procedures for the diagnosis and treatment of cancer which might not have entered an invasive phase during their lifetime.” [13].

But the report considers it unlikely to be a great problem based on experience from the New York Health Insurance Plan trial, which showed that the same amount of cancer was detected in its two arms, likely because more women with a breast cancer diagnosis prior to screening were excluded from the intervention-arms. The report acknowledge that 20% more cancers were detected in the intervention arm of the only other trial available at the time, the Two-County trial, but explained this with too short follow-up. The report goes on:

“If screening were detecting breast cancers that would otherwise not have been diagnosed, it would be expected that in controlled trials there would be a persistent excess number of breast cancers in the screened group compared with the control group.” [13].

This is absolutely true, and is how overdiagnosis was quantified in the recent prostate cancer screening trials, without much debate [113,114]. But when it became clear that there was indeed a persistent excess incidence in the trials of mammography screening published after the New York trial, as well as in public screening programmes, the explanation was changed so that the excess incidence was considered early diagnosis to be compensated later by a drop in incidence in previously screened women (Figure 7) [139]. We have demonstrated that such a compensation does not occur to any substantial extent, even in the UK where screening has operated for more than 20 years (Figure 8) [18,26]. The premises were changed as the facts that contradicted them became obvious.

We may also ask if it is reasonable that the New York Health Insurance Plan trial, which found no excess incidence of breast cancer, really advanced the time of diagnosis. It found one of the largest effects, but according to screening theory, a large effect requires a substantial advancement of diagnosis. No screening proponent has bothered to explain this contradiction. Extreme results often appear in the first studies and this may skew our perception of the true effect [206]. A preference for citing only the positive trial results is known as citation bias, or “optimism bias” in a slightly wider context that also include e.g. selective citing of positive results within the trials [207]. The authors suggested that systematic reviews are the best way to avoid this bias.

It has been claimed that the 30-50% higher incidence observed in populations with organised screening programmes was due exclusively to such an advancement of the time of diagnosis, but this is unreasonable based on assumptions of an average lead time of even 2.5 years. Women who are 52.5 years do not have an incidence that is 30-50% higher than women who are 50 years. When has enough time elapsed before we acknowledge that the increase in incidence is due to overdiagnosis?

CONCLUSIONS
The decision to implement public screening programmes for breast cancer with mammography was based on an overestimate of the benefit. The most important harm, overdiagnosis, was insufficiently recognised, and the premise that screening leads to less invasive treatment was wrong.

The benefit has been oversold to the public and the harms have been downplayed or neglected not only in information material, but also in scientific research. Invitations to screening have had the objective to increase uptake rather than to promote informed choice, but it is not acceptable to neglect the requirement for autonomy.

Overdiagnosis is not limited to in situ cancers; in fact there are more overdiagnosed invasive breast cancers. Although the level of overdiagnosis is still debated, it fundamentally changes the way mammography screening should be evaluated and challenges the justification for breast screening.

We must be honest about overdiagnosis, and about the reduced benefit compared to what we hoped for when screening mammography was introduced. This is the only way we can ensure informed choice. It is therefore necessary that information material and invitations are prepared by impartial entities and not by those offering screening. A clear message must be sent that screening may not reduce the risk of dying from breast cancer, that attendance considerably increases the risk of receiving a breast cancer diagnosis and a mastectomy, and that abstaining from screening can therefore be a sensible choice for many women.

It is necessary to constantly re-evaluate the merits and justification for medical interventions, in particular when the benefits are small and the harms are common and serious, and when new evidence challenges previous beliefs. To ensure that future evaluations of the continued justification for mammography screening are neutral, it is paramount that conflicts of interest are avoided. The upcoming revision of the invitation to breast screening in the UK and the announcement of an independent review of the evidence and justification for the intervention represents an important recognition of this.
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